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- print snake pattern onto manilla tag, print sentence strip onto white paper - I pre-cut strips of construction paper of different colours for each table or group - demonstrate how to cut thin rectangles - demonstrate how to cut squares from strips - show how to cut squares in half to make triangles - demonstrate rounding the corners of a square to make circles - students cut out snakes - cut shapes from construction paper - lay out a pattern, I demonstrate MANY examples and non examples before - by May I am asking for more complex patterns than ABA, go for ABBA or ABCD - before gluing I have a look at the patterns and review - glue down the pattern, students can colour their snake if they’d like - glue the sentence strip on the back (to communicate the outcome to parents) - students use their snakes to measure things around the class - thank you to jackie Astrom with whom this idea originated!
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Once both. bleeding and infection are under control, it's just a question of time and keeping out infection. On day. 5, the snake accepted a mouse fuzzy and ate.
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SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, under reducing conditions, revealed a highly similar pattern of these venoms, and ... sequence similar to those of Lys-49 phospholipase A variants previously isolated from other crotaline snake venoms. 2. Guate
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